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potential”) in conducting spheres of radii 5 and 10 cm. The
latter sphere notably resembles a baby’s head in both size and
shape. For intermediate frequency ranges, maximum heating
occurs near the center of the sphere and is otherwise found at
the front boundary. A later paper [5] extends this work to
include multilayered spheres, which correspondeven more
closely to a baby’s head. The most recent work of Kritikos
and Schwan [6] analyzes the effects of heat conduction and
of heat convection by meansof blood flow in this spherical
geometry.
I. INTRODUCTION
The work reported herein [7] is specifically concerned with
PPLICATIONS of ultrasound in medical diagnosticsinheat generation in tissue from acoustic absorption. Although
clude fetal examination,diagnosis of cardiac problems,
this is only one factor in the tissue temperature distribution, it
and blood flow measurements. However, it is known that suf- is thought that sites of maximurn heat generation by this
ficiently high acoustic intensitylevels can destroy tissue, so
mechanism would give a reasonable indication of tissue “hot
that care must be exercised in ultrasonic irradiation. This
spots.” To determine the temperature distribution accurately
paper examines therelatively high levels of localized heat genwould require consideration of heat generation by metabolic
eration that can result from the nonuniformwave distributions processes in addition to ultrasonic absorption. Also, heat rewithin irradiated tissues.
moval by blood flow and heat conduction within the tissue
This issue has been addressed by Chanet al. [ 1 ] , who dewould have to be included.
termined the distribution and amount of heat generation in
The acoustic wave energy loss is analyzed for two object
lossy tissue for the specific case of longitudinal and shear
shapes: an infinitely long cylinder and a sphere. It is assumed
acoustic wave propagation through multiple plane layers. In
that each object has a uniformlossy interior similar to tissue,
particular, they verified that maximum heating occurs at the and that it is surrounded by an infinite lossless material with
layer boundaries and determined that the heating depended on different acoustical properties similar to water. The loss octhe layer thicknesses and acoustic property mismatches.
curring in the interior of each object has been calculated for
Love and Kremkau [2] calculated the intracellular temperathe situation of an incident plane wave originating an infinite
ture distribution ofan ultrasonically irradiated biologicalcell.
distance away from the object. These calculations were made
The cell was modeled as three concentric spheres with differfor various object sizes and acoustic impedance mismatches in
ent thermal and acoustic properties, and the temperature disorder t o elicit general trends in the locations andrelative magtribution was obtained by solving the appropriate heat flow
nitudes of hot spots.
equations, assuming uniform absorption of acoustic energy
The cylinder and sphere were chosen for examination partly
within each region. The temperature changes-a maximum of
for geometrical simplicity andalso because of biological rele0.13 mK for an incident intensity of 1 W/cm*-were found to
vance. Many vessels, tubes, axons, and fibers can be modeled
be insignificant.
as cylinders. Also, certain cell masses, such as glands, small
Kritikos and Schwan [3], [4] analyzed the similar problem
tumors, and young fetuses are approximately spherical. All
of heat generation by electromagnetic waves (termed “heating calculations were performed on a Cyber 175, using programs
written in Fortran Extended, Version 4.

A6struct-The distribution of heat generation by viscous loss in infinitely long cylinders and spheres is estimated, based on the lossless
acoustic wave distributions resulting from an incident plane wave. The
characteristics of the objects are typical of tissue, while the lossless
surrounding medium is similar to water. Impedance mismatches of up
to 20 percent are considered for 1 < ka < 40. Plots of typical heat
generation distributions are presented, and apparent trends are summarized. The greatest spatial nonunifonnity and highest peaks of heat
generation were found for maximumka and impedance mismatch.
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11. CALCULATION
O F PRESSUREDISTRIBUTION

The first step in determining loss is the calculation of the
steady-state pressure distribution inside a lossless cylinder or
sphere in the presence of the source wave. From these calculations, estimatesfor absorptive heat generation in lossy-but
otherwise identical to the lossless-objects are obtained using
a method which assumes a bulk-viscosity loss mechanism. No
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the pressure outside (region 2 ) is given by ps + p i . The symbol
ps represents the scattered component, and pi is the known
incident plane wave.
The wave solution is found by combining the coupledwave
equations (l), in terms of twovariables, into a single secondorder equation with a single variable ( p ) . This equation is
solved by the method of separation of variables, resulting in a
general solution containing a sinusoidal time factor, aradial
factor in terms of cylindrical Bessel functions, and a sinusoidal
angular factor. Thus, the expression for p w is of the form

Incident
p l a n e wave
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CO)
Fig. 1 . Geometry of cylinder problem. (a) Cylinder of radiusa and of
infinite extent in the z coordinate. (b) Cross section of cylinder, for
arbitrary z .

perturbation of the lossless distributions was attempted to refine these estimates.
The calculation of acoustic wave spatial distributions under
lossless conditions is based on the “first-order’’wave equations:

0

(21

rS a

where kl is the object wavenumber, w is the incident wave
frequency, W, is the mth complex weighting amplitude,J,
is the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind of order m,
and U is the cylinder radius.
The boundary conditions, requiring continujty of pressure
( p ) and of the normal (i.e., radial) componentof particle velocity (U,) at the cylinder boundary(r = a), are used to obtain expressions for W m . The final results for m = 0 are

P
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where P is the incident wave amplitude, H , is the cylindrical
Hankel function of the first kindof order m, and

z
and
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These equations are statedin terms of two wave variables: the
scalar pressure ( p ) and the particle velocity vector(Ti);and
two material parameters: the acoustic velocity (c) and the
density ( p ) .
The use of the scalar-variable pressure instead of the stress
tensor follows from the assumption that all particle motion
is
longitudinal, so that no shear wave is present. Actually, some
shear wave component does exist near tissue boundaries,
where it is created by mode conversion. Its relatively high
attenuation in tissue results in a surface region of heating, but
the overall effect is low, owing to therelatively low conversion
in tissue of energy from an incident longitudinalwave to a reflected or transmitted shear wave [ g ] .

and

are the characteristic acoustic impedances. The corresponding
expression for m > 0 is

W,
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-

Hm

{ [ H m + l (k2a) -

H m -1

(k,a)I J m (k2a)

( k 2 ~[Jm
) + l (k2a) - Jm-l(k2a)lI

where
Am =

[Hm+l(k2a)-Hm-1(kza>lJ m ( k 1 a )
- H m ( h a ) [ J m + l ( k l a ) - Jm-1 (k1a)l

A. Qlinder

First, it is desired to find the acoustic wave distribution resulting when a source plane wave is incident on a“soft” (fluidlike), cylinder,
as shown in Fig.
.
- 1. The pressure within the
cylinder
(region
1) is denoted in complex
by
form
p w , while

2Pim

=-

.z r .

(8)

B. Sphere
The spherical case (Fig. 2 ) uses similar notation and a similar
auuroach as in the cvlindrical case. The uressure within the
I I
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by the irradiated tissue, and that the wave distribution (pressure and particle velocity)is not altered by the conversion of
wave energy to heat in the tissue.
At least two mechanisms of energy absorption are known for
soft tissues: viscous loss and heat conduction. In tissues, viscous losses are much greater than those owing to heat conduction, so that the former mechanismis considered to be the sole
source of heating, and the wave is assumed to propagate
adiabatically.
A theoretical analysis of the viscous loss problem is presented by Morse and Ingard [9]. The following relation, taken
directly from that development,expresses the instantaneous
(i.e., not time-averaged) power loss per unit volume ( D ) in
terms of instantaneousreal pressure and velocity:

Incident
p l a n e wave

Incident

olane wave

*

(b)

Fig. 2 . Geometry of sphere problem. (a) Sphere of radius a. (b) Cross
section of sphere for $ = 0 .

sphere ( p w ) takes the form
PW

(I, 6 , l ) =
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where j m is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and
Pm (cos 6) is the Legendre polynomial, both of order m , U is
the radius of the sphere, and the remaining quantitiesassume
the same definitions as in the cylindrical case.
The general solution for m 2 0 is

where 77 is the bulk viscosity coefficient, and p is the shear viscosity coefficient. This equation is derived for gases, but its
relative simplicity motivates this attempted application for
tissues.
The constant p is assumed to have the same value for tissues
as for water,namely
=
mg/mm PS. Incontrast, 17 for
tissues is generally on theorder of
m d m m . ps. Therefore. for p << V , and also assuming that the magnitudes of
( 1 2 ) simplifies to
the other factors are not markedly different,

This equation can be restated in a more useful form by reexpressing the divergence term using (la):

k
Z

= - ( p ’ [sin (ut-

4 p’)

(1 4)

where I p ‘ [and &p’denote the magnitude and phase,respectively, of p ’ , the time-independent partof p .
The time-averaged power loss ((D)) is obtained from (1 3)
and (14):

(D) 4
2

111. ESTIMATIONO F HEAT GENERATION

The distribution of wave energy absorbed by the tissue is
estimated using the previous pressure distributions. It is assumed that the material parameters (acoustic velocity, density,
etc.) are constant over the range of temperatures experienced

[“‘l’

z

where k and Z are known constants, andp ’ for this lossy case
is approximated by the previously evaluated lossless pressure
distribution.
The bulk viscosity coefficient is determined by turning to
the simpler case of loss in plane wave propagation. For this
case, the experimentally measured total power lossper unit
volume ((de)),given in terms of the known absorption co-
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efficient a, is equated
with
viscous power loss ((D)), in terms
IV. COMPUTATIONALRESULTS
of Q, so that Q can be expressed in terms of a. This step assumes
bulk
that
a
viscosity mechanism is entirely
responsible
The
Of
parameters were chosen with
for power loss o f t h e acoustic wave in the tissue. N ~power
~ , regard to ultrasonic irradiation of tissue in medical situations.
in loss

terms of a is

( d e )= a *

-.I p'12

(16)

Z

-

are equated, thefollowing relation is
When ( d e )and (D)
readily derived:

2az
k2
._

q =-.

In particular,
relationship
examine
the
to between
object
size
and acoustic wavelength, the radius of the object was varied
over the range 0.25-10 mm, with frequency constant, so that
k , a took on values from about 1-40. The former extreme approaches the long wavelength limit (hl >> a ) with hl 6a,
whereas the latter extremenears the short wavelength limit
(.~
h , << a ) with Al a/6. For these cases, a 5 percent

-

(1 7)

velocity-only impedance mismatch (c1 = 1.05 X c2, p l = p 2 )
was used.
To explore the effects of impedance mismatches, the
values
Finally, (1 5) and (17) are combined to form asimple estiof p and cl were individually varied by *5 percent and +20
mate for viscous loss in the object interior:
percent with respect to p 2 and c2. The smaller range represents typical tissue variations, while the larger corresponds
( l 8 ) with maximum observed variations. For these cases, the value
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in sphere on the density mismatch, shown for p1 f 5 percent and f 20 pert-'ig.4. Dependence of heat generation ((D,))
cent with respect to p 2 and k l a = 10.5 (a = 2.5 mm, c, = Q). Incident plane wave originates infinitely far left of sphere.
on contours. (a) pg = 1.05 X p z . (b) p 1 = 1.2 X p 2 . ( c ) p1 = 0.95 X p z . (d) p1 =
See Table I1 for values of (D,)

0.8X

pz.

a = 2.5 mm was used, so that the interior wavenumber hadan

intermediate value k , a 10.
The remaining parameters were set to the samevalues for all
cases considered. In particular, the frequency of the incident
wave is always f= 1 MHz. The absorption coefficient is aI =
0.005 Np/mm, a typical value for tissues with low collagen
content, at f = 1 MHz. Also, for the lossless surrounding
medium in region 2 >the values p 2 = 1 mg/mm3 and c2 =
1.5 mm/ps were used; these values, near those of water at
20°C, are also characteristic of soft, fluid-like tissue [ l o ] ,
[ 11 ] . The normalizing value P = 1 N/mm2 for the incident
pressure amplitude was chosen to remove P, in effect, from
the various expressions.
The first three sets of plots, Figs. 3-5, show the distribution
of viscous loss ( ( D l)) in a sphere for four values each of a, p , ,

and c l , respectively. The trends illustrated for the sphere are
generally true of the cylinder also, although spatial nonuniformity and maximum values of heat generation tend t o be
more extreme for the sphere. Selected cases are repeated for
the cylinder in Fig. 6, to illustrate the similarity to and notable
differences with the sphericalcases.
In these plots, the distributionof estimated heat generation
within the cylinder or sphere is represented by numbered contours within a dashedcircle indicating the object boundary.
The heating level numbers, displayed just to the right of a
randomly chosen point on each contour, are keyed tovalues
of (D,
) by means of Tables I-IV. The contours are constructed by meansof linear interpolation between calculated
values on a grid of 20 (radial) X 100 (angular) equally spaced
points. It should be noted that interpolation near the center
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(C)

(d)

*

5 . Dependence of heat generation ( ( D l ) )in sphere on the velocity mismatch, shown for c1 5 percent and i 20 percent with respect to c2 and k l a r 10 (U = 2.5 mm, p1 = p2). Incident plane wave originates infinitely far left of sphere.
See Table 111 values of ( D l )on contours. (a) c1 = 1.05 X c 2 , kla = 10.0. (b) cl = 1 . 2 X c 2 , k l a = 8.7. (c) c1 = 0.95 X
~ 2k , l =~ 11.0. (d) c1 = 0.8 X ~ 2 k l, a = 13.1.

Fig.

point is relatively poor and produces some anomalous results,
which are readily identifiable and shouldbe ignored.
In Fig. 3, it is seen that for spheres of smaller radii, more
heating occurs at the “upstream” (left) boundary. For spheres
of larger radii, the heat generation is spatially more diverse,
including hot spots with a “focused” appearanceinside the
“downstream” (right) half.
Higher spatial “peakedness” is also seen in Fig. 4 to occur
for larger density mismatches. For these cases, using an intermediate value k l a = 10, the hottest spots are observed in the
interior of the downstream half of the spheres.Also, note the
standing wave pattern in Fig. 4(c), indicated by the prominent
“bands” in the upstream portion of the sphere.

Fig. 5 shows more spatial “peakedness” for larger velocity
mismatches, especially for c l < c 2 . Again for k l a * 10, the
hot spots are observed in the downstream half of the spheres,
both in the interior and at the boundary.
Figs. q a ) and 3(b), showing a cylinder and sphere, respectively, of identical radius and acoustic properties, exemplify
the similarity in distributions of heat generation which often
occurs with the two object shapes. In contrast, Figs. 6(b) and
3(d) illustrate the difference in distributions which
also can
occur. In this case, standing waves are apparent only with the
cylinder, and the sites of maximum heat generation differ
noticeably. The presence of standing waves in the cylinder is
the main difference observed between Figs. 6(c) and 4(a).

5
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1

(d)

(C)

I,&. 6. Assorted cases of heat generation ( ( D l ) )in cylinder. Incident plane wave originates infinitely far left of cylinder.
See Table IV for values of (Dl>on contours. (a)o = 1 mm, p I = p z , c l = 1.05 X c2. k l u = 4.00. (b)a = 5 mm, p 1 = p 2 ,
c l = 1.05 X c 2 , k l a = 19.9. (c)a = 2.5 m m , p l = 1.05 X p z , c 1 = c 2 , k l a = 10.5. (d)a = 2.5 r n r n , p l = p 2 , c 1 = 0.8 X
C Z , k l o = 13.1.

TABLE I
REFEHENCE
FOR FIG.3

H t A T C ; F N t R 4 1 1 0 N CROSS

Heating
Level
Number
1.72
2.64
2.95
3.26

Corresponding Value of (D1)
(mW/mm3)
Fig. 3(a)
2.94
2.77
2.97
3.01
3.05
3.08
3.12
3.15
3.19

k,ig. 3cb)

2.03
2.33

Fig. 3(c)

Fig. 3(d)

2.03

1.52
2.58
3.64
4.69

3.5 1

Finally, the locations of hot spots and the shapes of the
distributions are again seen to differ somewhat between Figs.
6(d) and 5(d). In spite of these frequent differences between
the cylinder and the sphere, the distributionsare mostly similar, and the generalizations made about the sphere are also
true for the cylinder, although the most extremecases usually
occur with the sphere.
Tables V-VI1 list the nlaximum estimated heat generation
(within each object) for several values of a , pl, and c l , respectively, for both the cylinder and the sphere. These tabulations
include all cases in Figs. 3-6 and some additional cases without
plotted distributions. These numbers should be compared to

7.12
4.44

6.14

.10
1
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TABLE I I
HEATGENER4TIOKCROSS REFERENCEFOR
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FIG. 4

DFPE\[)t\\(.E 01AND

Heating
Level
Number

Corresponding Value of (Dl)(mW/mrn3)
b’ig 4(a)

Fig. 4(b)

Fig. 4(c)

-
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TABLE VI1
M.\XIM
M L
H r \ l G F \ I - K A I I O \ ( M AMX(DI
I M))I I \ Cy~l\l)l.R
SPHFKF
01 Vtlocll> MISMAICH
~ O kla
K
10
(a = 2.5 mm, p1 = p > )

-

Maximum (Dl)(mW/mm3)

Fig. 4(d)
Velocity Ratio

1
2
3 4.87
3.89
4
6.65

2.18
2.50
3.34
3.00
3.5 1
4.01

1.92
4.52

1.31
3.09

(CIICZ)

6.9

0.8
0.95
1.2

Cylinder
In
18.3
5.0
3.7 1.05
4.5

In Sphere
103.0
4.6
5.1

TABLE I l l
HEATGENERATION
CROSSREFERENCE
FOR FIG. 5

a base value of 3.3 mW/mm3, representing the uniform heat
generation that would occur with no mismatch(p1 = p 2 ,
cl = c2) for objects of any size and shape. In fact, these values
I;ig. 5 (a)
Fig. 5(b)
Fig. 5(c)
Fig.
(d)5
have only relative meaning in comparison to the
base value,
1
2.03
12.91
0.99
1.73
because all have been obtained using an arbitrary value for the
2
2.71
2.33
3.20 38.63
incident wave amplitude, namely P = 1 N/mmz.
3
3.68
4.61
64.35
3.5 1
4
It is readily seen in Table V that maximum (D1
) increases
5.03
4.25
steadily with increasing radius a for both the cylinder and the
sphere. For smaller objects of both shapes, a rather smooth
TABLE IV
)being
viscous-loss distribution is indicated by maximum(D1
HEAT GENERATION
CROSS REFERENCE
FOR FIG. 6
approximately equal to the “base” (i.e., no mismatch) value
3.3 mW/mm3. However, the maximum (D,)
increases t o 130
Corresponding Value of {Dl)(mW/mm3)
Heating
percent
of
this
value
for
the
largest
cylinder
and
to 220 perLevel
cent
for
the
largest
sphere.
Number
Fig. 6(a)
Fig. 6(b)
Fig. 6(c)
Fig. 6(d)
is larger
Table VI indicates that maximum heat generation
1
2.39 2.5 12.95
2.12
for greater density mismatches for p1 > p 2 and somewhat
2
6.94
more so for p l < p 2 . The most extreme cases for the cylinder
3.4
3 3.20
2.88
11.50
16.06
3.64
4
3.14
3.07
and the sphere both occur forp1 = 0.8 X p 2 , for which the
5 3.25
maximum (D1
) is 180 percent and 330 percent, respectively,
6 3.44
of the base value.
Table VI1 shows a similar trend with the velocity mismatch
TABLE V
as that which occurs with the density mismatch, but the parDtrt\l>c\ct o t M A X I U
M ~
H ~ A I G E \ ~ H A I I OM\ ( D
MI~) X
) l I\ ~C~ ~[ I . I \ ~ ~ I K
ticular values are much more extreme for cl < c2. In particu, \ \ I ) SPHFRFo\ R A I X (~aS
) t o K A 5 PFKCF\
VIr l o c ~ r \ M I \ M A I C H
lar, for cl = 0.8 X c2, maximum heat generation in the cylin(CI = 1.05 X ( ‘ 2 , p ) = p ? )
der is 550 percent higher than the base value, and in the sphere
a peak of almost 3 100 percent of this value is observed.
Maximum (Dl)
(mW/mm3)
Corresponding Value of (Dl)
(mW/mm3)

Heating
Level
Number

a
(mm)

V. COMPUTATIONAL
VERIFICATION
The Fortran programs calculating the pressure distributions
0.25
3.2
3.3
for the soft cylinder and sphere were checked forseveral spe0.5
3.4
3.3
1 .O
3.5
3.4
cial cases. First, it was verified that the boundary conditions
2.5
3.7
4.6
(namely, continuity of pressure and radial velocity rat= a)
5.0
5.2
4.0
are
satisfied. Second, it was determined that under conditions
10.0
7.6
4.4
of no mismatch the calculated pressure is indeed uniform inside and outside the objects, with no scattered component.
TABLE VI
Finally, the soft object distributions were examined in the
DEI’F1I)mCt m M A X I M U M H P A T G E . ~ F R A I I O(\ D( ,M
) ) IA
. *X
CYL.I\DFR
IMLM
limiting
rigid object case, for which the elasticityK I G
A11) S P H L R F Oh D F ~ S I MISMATCH
IY
FOR kia
10
l / p l c: << K ~ The
.
scattered wave distribution for the soft
(a = 2.5 mm, c1 = c*)
object problem was in good agreement with that calculated
Maximum ( D l ) (mW/mm3)
using published rigid object solutions [ 9 ] .
Density Ratio
Furthermore, the rigid object programs using the aforemenCylinder
In
In Sphere
(PIIPZ)
tioned published solutions were themselves checked. In particular, calculated plots of theangular distribution of the
6.1
11.0
0.8
4.1 0.95
3.9
far-field scattered radial intensity for ka = 1, 3, and5 are com1.05
3.8
4.3
pared with those published in [9] . As shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
1.2
5 .O
1.5
for the cylinder and sphere, respectively, the distributions
Cylinder
In

In Sphere

-
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Q(e)
Fig. 7. A comparison of plots (b), (d), (f) prepared by the authors
with pictures (a), (c), (e) published in [ 9, Fig. 81, both showing
angular distribution of far-field scattered radial intensity for a rigid
cylinder in the path of a plane wave moving to the right. The radius
of intensity evaluation is r = 100 .a for the calculated plots, but is
unknown for the published plots. (a), (b) ku = 1. (c), (d) kn = 3.
(e), (f) ka = 5 .

erally, larger objects andlarger impedance mismatches contribute to greater local extremes in heating; thisis particularly
true for velocity mismatches where cl < c 2 . Also, maximum
cereris
heating is usually more extreme with the sphere,
paribus; this consistent finding probably owesto the sphere
being circular in all cross sections andthus better suitedfor
“focusing,” as compared with the single circular cross section
of the cylinder. As can be predicted from these trends, the
highest observed peak of heat generation-more than 30 times
hgher than the uniform heating with no mismatch-occurs for
a sphere with alarge velocity mismatch, with cl < c2. This
sphere is of an intermediate size ( k l a = 13.1), and even higher
peaks would be expected forlarger spheres.
It is useful to compare the previous plots of the estimated
viscous loss distribution in spheres with published illustrations
of loss in spheres owing to electromagnetic (microwave) radiation [4] . For lower values of k l a, both types of energyresult in quite similar solutions, with maximum heating at the
upstream boundary. For higher values of k l a , for which the
distributions are less uniform, some agreementis still seen:
Maximum heating occurs in the downstream half of each
sphere in both cases. However, the “focused” hot spots of
electromagnetic origin are located nearer to the center of the
sphere. It should be noted that this comparisonis complicated by the two distinct“E-” and “H-plane” cross sections of
the sphere resulting from the polarized incident electromagnetic wave, though the heating in these planes
is usually
similar.
NOMENCLATURE

Cylinder
radius
and
sphere
radius.
Acoustic
velocity.
(e)
(f)
cl
Acoustic
velocity
in
theobjectinterior.
c2
Acousticvelocityin
thesurroundingmedium.
Fig. 8. A comparison of calculated (b), (d), ( f ) and published (a), (c),
(e) plots of scattered intensity as in Fig. 7 , but for a rigid sphere in
D
Instantaneous viscous powerloss per unitvolume.
this case. Again, the radius used for the calculated plots is r = 100 U ,
(D)
Time averagedvalue of D.
while that of the published plots is not known. (a), (b) kn = 1. (c),
( D I ) (D)
in theobjectinterior.
(d) ka = 3. (e), (f) ka = 5 .
f
Frequency
(Hz).
h, (x) Spherical Hankel function of the first kind of order m
have very similar shapes. However, the visible discrepancies
and argument x.
are attributed t o inaccuracies in the plots, which were pubH, (x) Cylindrical Hankel function of the first kind of order
lished in [ 121 . Such early calculations, made without the aid
m and argument x.
of a computer, undoubtedly required moregross approximal
Complex
number
tions than needed with current techniques.
j, (x) Spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order m
Finally, the mathematical subroutines used to calculate the
and argument x.
various Bessel functions and the Legendre polynomials were,
in some cases, checked prior to theirrelease as “packaged pro- J , (x) Cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind of order
m and argument x.
grams,’’ or else checked against published tables.
k
Wavenumber.
k l , k2 Wavenumber in media 1 and 2 , respectively.
VI.DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
kla
Normalizeddimensionoftheobjectinunitsof
radians.
In conclusion, Figs. 3-6 have shown typical distributionsof
Acoustic pressure (scalar).
heat generation in the cylinder and sphere. The usual location
P
of hot spots is at the upstream boundary of smaller objects
P
Acoustic pressure (complex
representation).
and in the interior oflarger objects or at the boundaryof the
P’
Time-independent
part of p .
Acoustic
pressure
incident
upon
object.
downstream half. Also, the distributions tend to be more non- pi
ps
Acoustic
pressure
scattered
component.
uniform for highervalues of maximum heat generation. Tables
p,,,
Acousticpressurewithintheobject.
V-VI1 have indicated several trends in the dependence of
p;
Time-independentpartof p,,, .
maximum heating on parameter values and object shape. Gena
C
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APPENDIX
The authors have recently learned of a paper [ 131 which
contains an alternative derivation of the pressure-squared dependence of absorptive loss, confirming the relationship stated
in (18). This result is applicable for arbitrary pressure distributions in materials with bulkviscosity but negligible shear
viscosity.

Resolution Enhancement of Ultrasonic B-Scan
Images by Deconvolution
WOLFGANG VOLLMANN

Absrruct-The measured signal in ultrasonic B-scan techniques may be
considered as the convolution of a reflection coefficient, describing the
object, with a point-spread function describing the shape
of the ultrasonic pulse. Thus, one may try to enhance the resolution of B-scan
images by deconvolution. How the resolution enhancement R depends
on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measured data is analyzed. A
one-dimensional lateral deconvolution using a specified cutoff
in the
spatial frequency domain and a Gaussian point-spread function yields
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R =d

m . For SNR = 50 this formula predicts R = 2. Other pointspread functions yield other relations betweenR and SNR. The theoretical results are in agreement with experimental findings reported in
the literature.
I.INTRODUCTION

U

LTRASONIC imaging techniquesare widely applied in
medical diagnostics [ 1] . Most of these techniques are
based on the B-scan principle [2], a pulse-echo method. A
typical variant of the B-scan technique uses a single well-
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